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CR Gutters endorses Standard Gutter Guard made in Washington for Washington’s Climate
Source: CR Gutters Inc
Dated: May 07, 2014

“We’ve got you Covered” Now a new gutter protection system from CR Gutters Inc
TACOMA, Wash. -- CR Gutters, Inc has fully endorsed and now offers Standard Gutter Guard developed
in Washington for Washington’s wet and windy climate
For the past 31 years CR Gutters have installed gutters in the Pacific NW to homeowners and builders
throughout the area. During those years they noticed many gutter covers come and go. CR Gutters was
unable to endorse any of available system solution and claim to never having to clean one’s gutters again.
Watch the video.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvnEyLTbRJs
“I have always maintained that none of these work and other companies were over charging and making
promises that they couldn’t keep. I have torn down multiple systems that homeowners were unhappy
with,” said Cindy Rimbey, Owner of CR Gutters.
While years have passed, I have discovered a product that I strongly can endorse. The system works well
and can be a huge solution to homeowner needs. Standard Gutter Guard is made locally in the NW and has
been developed in Washington for Washington’s climate and elements. I have been amazed as have been
my customers with this products performance. The best part about this product is the price. The other
numerous products on the market run between $25-30.00 per lf. Standard Gutter Guard is less than half the
cost and can be added to existing gutter systems with ease.
Visit our website: http://www.guttersguard.com and/or download the brochure by clicking the following
link: http://www.guttersguard.com/pdf/GutterGuard_ProductBrochure.pdf
Product information from our Vendor is enclosed below.
Standard Gutter Guard is designed to solve the problems caused by clogged gutters. It is not a self-shedding
product, no system truly is self-shedding. Standard prevents the gutter system from failing due to clogs, but
like all external portions of a home, it requires occasional maintenance.
Modern production methods and dedicated team sets us apart from competitors in the industry. Learn more
about our top-selling product and the design of our innovative product manufactured 100% in the USA.
Technology:
Standard Gutter Guard was developed after years of research and experience in the gutter and gutter
protection industry. That experience was utilized to design and create a gutter-protection system with the
installer and homeowner in mind every step of the way. From the size and shape of the holes openings, to
the method of install capturing all the water without spill over, the Standard Guard system is truly a product
that sets a new bar in the gutter protection industry
Performance:
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With Standard Gutter Guard there are fewer failures, a larger amount of water dissipation, no spill over and
a simple installation on most applications. These are just some of the added benefits that can increase the
longevity and function of a basic gutter system.
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